
The Hand Cart Handle allows any Carry Freedom 
Y-Frame trailer to be used as a hand cart.

When the Y-Frame is used as a bicycle trailer you do 
not need to disconect the Hand Cart Handle.

When the Y-Frame is used as a hand cart you do not 
need to disconect the trailer towing arm.

If you bought your Y-Frame in 2004 you will need to 
drill a hole in its chassis to accept the handle.

Hand Cart Handle

To attach

The Hand Cart Handle is connected to the right 
hand arm of the Y on the Y-Frame chassis using the 
supplied spring gate pin.

Follow the same procedure for attaching the Hand 
Cart Handle as you do for attaching the towing arm 
to the trailer.

You can replace the Spring Gate Pin with a M6 bolt.

If your trailer was made in 2004 you will need to drill 
a hole in the frame for it to attach to. This hole is 
identical to the towing arm hole. It should be 6.5mm 
in diameter 50mm from the end, and in the center of 
the tube face.

To use

To avoid hitting the trailer with your feet when using 
the Hand Cart Handle you need to walk with it to one 
side. So when walking the trailer forwards hold the 
handle in your left hand, and when walking the trailer 
backwards hold the handle in your right hand.

Do not carry more than 90kg on the trailer while us-
ing it as a hand cart.

Make sure the spring gate pin is secure, and the 
spring gate is properly closed before every use.

The Hand Cart Handle will rattle as you cycle. You can 
reduce the noise by wrapping it with electrical tape.

5 year guarentee.

Made in Scotland.
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